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The Silver Oak University is a premier university of the country with a venerable legacy from Silver Oak Group of Ins tutes with acclaim for
highest academic standards, diverse educa onal programmes, dis nguished faculty, illustrious alumni, varied co-curricular ac vi es and
modern infrastructure.
Over eleven years of its existence as Silver oak Group of Ins tutes, the group has sustained the highest global standards and best prac ces in
educa on. Its long-term commitment to na on building and unﬂinching adherence to universal human values are reﬂected in its mo o:
“Gyanam Param Bhushanam” and “Educa on to Innova on”.
Established in 2009 as an aﬃliated college today State government has accorded it with the status of a State Private University (under Gujarat
Private Universi es Act, 2009). A strong commitment to excellence in teaching, research and social outreach has made the University a rolemodel and trend se er for other Ins tutes and Universi es. Beginning with 240 students, it has grown as one of the largest engineering
campuses with more than 7000 students just in span of a li le more than a decade.

Dr. Saurin R. Shah
Integrated courses are specially designed to give a student a 360
degree expertise in the particular vocation and make him industry
ready.
Vocational or skill-based education is becoming more and more
signiﬁcant with passing time. B. Voc (Bachelor of Vocational
Education) is an emerging course in India that aims at providing
adequate skills required for a particular trade to candidates.
The state of the art infrastructure which blends theoretical and
practical knowledge for B. Voc course at our institute is most apt for
candidates who want to enhance their employment opportunities by
focusing on courses that imparts more practical training rather than
theoretical knowledge.
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Bachelor of Vocational Education
(B.VOC) (3 Years)
Bachelor of Vocational Education is a 3-year undergraduate course available for
pursuance by students hailing from several different ﬁelds.
Vocational or skill-based education is becoming more and more signiﬁcant
with passing time. B. Voc (Bachelor of Vocation) is an emerging course in
India that aims at providing adequate skills required for a particular trade
to candidates. The course is different from traditional academic programmes
as it deals more with application-based studies rather than focusing on only
theoretical knowledge.
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Business Process Management and Analytics
The course is a three year bachelor programme in Business Process Management & Analytics
that aims to make the student ready to be absorbed by today's 'INTELLIGENT BUSINESS
WORLD'. The course deﬁnes outcomes across the analytics pyramid using maintenance and
enhancements, advisory to model development and optimisation and innovation to keep pace
with Fourth Industrial Revolution known as Industry 4.0.
Silver Oak University through this programme will prepare students with skills to access,
analyse, manage and present data to foster effective decision making in the organization.
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IT Infrastructure Management & Cloud Computing
This bachelor programme aims to address the ever growing needs for skilled manpower in IT
Infrastructure Management & Cloud Computing. The programme has been specially designed
in a progressive manner to create a strong foundation of student's knowledge in Computer
Software and Hardware System Management, Networks and Communications, Data
management and Data Storage etc. The course also includes core concepts of Big Data
Management and Cloud-Based Analytics that enables students to build programmes as an
architect, developer or an infrastructure manager.
Silver Oak University with its team of expert faculty members, industry aﬃliations and latest
infrastructure is well equipped to abreast the students with the best industrial practices which
will lead to high level of employability in today's technology driven world.
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Electronics Manufacturing
The course aims to meet the rising demand for skilled professional electronics manufacturing
service providers. B. Voc. in Electronics Manufacturing develops such skills in the students
like understanding the working of basic electronic devices and circuits, testing and designing
of various electronic components, designing on PCB. The course is speciﬁcally designed for
students to gain skills & knowledge of electronic manufacturing services so that they can
relate themselves to the expected surge in Electronics Manufacturing industry.
Silver Oak University, with industry relevant syllabus and state of the art labs and infrastructure
has the ability to develop the required talent for Electronics Manufacturing sector.
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Mechanical Manufacturing
This bachelor course in Mechanical Manufacturing ensures that the students gain adequate
knowledge and skills, so that they are work ready at each exit point of the programme.
Vocational Mechanical Manufacturing aims to provide worthwhile on-ﬁeld skill; it acts as a
beginning year for advanced mechanical engineering and is designed to elevate students' to
upgrade their knowledge for advanced studies giving them such career opportunities as
becoming an engineer, designer, ﬁeld engineer, piping engineer, project engineer, quality
engineer, quality inspector or an entrepreneur etc. This well woven programme shall enhance
employability of the students and meet industry requirements. Such students, apart from
meeting the needs of local and national industry, are also expected to be equipped to become
part of the global workforce.
Silver Oak University with high tech laboratories and centres of excellence has earned a name
among premium technical Institutes in India and is one of the most sought for Institutes for
aspiring mechanical technocrats.
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Automotive Manufacturing
This course is a branch of vehicle engineering making ample use of safety, mechanical,
electronic, electrical and software engineering in the design, manufacture and operations of
heavy and light vehicles and their subsystems. The course deals with the study of designing,
manufacturing, assembling and testing of automotive parts. It also focuses on the operations
of heavy-duty vehicles, transportation vehicles, private vehicles and eco-friendly vehicles.
To provide exposure and to learn industrial practices according to the current corporate
trends, Silver Oak University has Royal Enﬁeld Centre of Excellence providing students novice
to expert level training in the automotive manufacturing. It also boasts of having a 24 hours
accessible automobile workshop used dedicatedly by the students since 6 years to discover
and resolve technical challenges in designing & manufacturing All-Terrain Vehicle by using
various available technical softwares.
The students with a passion in Automobile Industry shall be well equipped with the required
skills that will help them to ﬂourish in their dream industry.
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Healthcare
Healthcare management professionals play a crucial role in the day-to-day functioning of a
hospital/clinic. B.Voc in Healthcare Management is a bachelor programme that equips the
students with the basic knowledge of handling management and administrative tasks at a
healthcare institute. The students shall have ample of opportunities as the Healthcare sector
is one of the basic social infrastructures for an economy which is growing at a tremendous
pace in India.
Silver Oak University, which believes in service to society, has all required infrastructure and
qualiﬁed team of experienced faculty members to create world class Healthcare
professionals to serve the humanity.
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Renewable Energy
B.Voc. Renewable Energy course is a bachelor programme that deals with each source of
renewable energy and the technical aspects associated with them.
The course is designed to impart basic knowledge of electrical engineering, analytical skills,
designing fundamentals, commercial aspects, safety requirements and many more technical
parts to prepare a technically sound and skilled man power. This programme deals with
various aspects of solar energy such as – photovoltaic technology, solar power system, solar
panels, installation, conﬁguration, cost estimation etc.
Silver Oak University believes in Problem based learning and Outcome based teaching
learning methodology. The training involves theoretical sessions by highly qualiﬁed trainers
and practical sessions to provide grass root level knowledge in the ﬁeld of renewable energy.
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Hotel Management
B.Voc. in Hotel Management as a bachelor course is a perfect career option for those who
want to be skilled hotel and hospitality management professionals.
In this course the students will be taught subjects like Food Production, Bakery and
Confectionary, Front Oﬃce, Housekeeping, Reception Handling, Food and Beverage,
Management, English and Communication Skills etc.
Hotel Management is a fast growing industry among the service industries in a developing
country like India and so there is huge demand for trained hospitality management
professionals.
Silver Oak University promotes project based education with high emphasis on Industry
Internship that makes it an apt place for aspiring Hospitality Management professionals.
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Animation & Multimedia
B.Voc in Animation and Multimedia is a bachelor's programme that is related to Animation and
its allied areas. This is an ideal course for students having a creative mind. This course will
help the students to build a rewarding career in animation sector. Every movie or a TV serial,
nowadays require VFX and computerization and this course helps in gaining expertise in this
creative ﬁeld.
The high tech labs and infrastructure at Silver Oak University, helps the students to master this
art and equip them with fundamental skills in traditional and digital animation techniques.
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Integrated Bachelor of Vocational
Education (B.VOC) (5 Years)
Integrated B.Voc is a five year integrated course especially designed to give a
student a 360 degree expertise in the particular vocation and make him industry
ready.
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Business Process Management and Analytics
The course deﬁnes outcomes across the analytics pyramid using maintenance and
enhancements, advisory to model development and optimisation and innovation to keep pace
with Fourth Industrial Revolution known as Industry 4.0. The programme will prepare students
to access, analyse, manage and present data to enable effective decision making in the
organization.
Silver Oak University, has earned a name in technical education in India for its innovation and
latest infrastructure with high tech labs. This makes the University one of the most sought for
institutes that practices outcome based and practical teaching-learning methodology.
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IT Infrastructure Management & Cloud Computing
This five year integrated course is a well designed programme blending two major areas;
Computer Software and Hardware System Management, Networks and Communication & Big
Data Management and Cloud-Based Analytics that aim to address the ever growing needs of
skilled manpower in IT sector. At the end of the successful completion of this course students
will become specialists in dealing with the cutting edge technology of IT infrastructure
management & cloud based analytics.
Silver Oak University, with its latest available technology and experienced faculty members
shall abreast the students with the best industrial practices which will lead to high level of
employability in today's technology driven world.
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Electronics Manufacturing
The course aims to meet the rising demand for skilled professional electronics manufacturing
service providers and make the students employable. B. Voc. in Electronics Manufacturing
develops such skills in the students like understanding the working of basic electronic devices
and circuits, testing and designing of various electronic components, designing on PCB.
The focus of this course is to equip students with appropriate knowledge, practice and
attitude, to become work ready. The skill components will be relevant to the industry as per its
requirements. The course is speciﬁcally designed for students to gain skills & knowledge of
electronic manufacturing services so that they can relate themselves to the expected surge in
Electronic Manufacturing industry. Practical knowledge will be imparted to the students in the
well-equipped labs of the Silver Oak University.
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Mechanical Manufacturing
This integrated vocational programme in Mechanical Manufacturing ensures that the
students have adequate knowledge and skills, so that they are work ready at each exit point of
the programme.
Silver Oak University has well equipped manufacturing laboratories, practicing bygone
manufacturing methods to the most trending like 3D Printer, VMC, CNC and Welding
Simulator which enables students to apply engineering theories into real life practices and
execute technical operations according to the standards.
This program helps students to choose their career options wisely by giving a comprehensive
background in the areas of machining, drafting, assembly, ﬁnishing and ﬂuid systems in order
to prepare them for entry-level position in various ﬁelds.
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Automotive Manufacturing
This well designed integrated course is a branch of vehicle engineering making ample use of
safety, mechanical, electronic, electrical and software engineering in the design, manufacture
and operations of heavy and light vehicles and their subsystems.
Vocational Automotive manufacturing is a promising ﬁeld giving students knowledge of
contemporary industrial practices in the ﬁeld of Automobile in particular and
Mechanical/Electrical in general. This helps students to be skilful engineers, technical
designers, technicians, and marketing executives to solve business issues with our renowned
recruiters like Royal Enﬁeld, Ashok Leyland, and Mahindra & Mahindra etc.
To provide exposure and to learn industrial practices according to the current corporate
trends, Silver Oak University has Royal Enﬁeld Centre of Excellence helping students learn
novice to expert level training in the automotive manufacturing. It also boasts of having a 24
hours accessible automobile workshop used dedicatedly by the students since 6 years to
discover and resolve technical challenges in designing & manufacturing All-Terrain Vehicle by
using various available technical softwares.
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Healthcare
Integrated B.Voc in Healthcare management deals with handling management and
administrative tasks at a healthcare institute. Healthcare management professionals play a
crucial role in the day-to-day functioning of a hospital/clinic. The students shall have ample of
opportunities as the Healthcare sector is growing with tremendous pace.
Silver Oak University, with its legacy in technology education is an apt place for students who
want to be modern Healthcare Managers having a technical edge in this technology driven
world.
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Renewable Energy
Integrated B.Voc in Renewable Energy course deals with each source of renewable energy and
the technical aspects associated with them. With the aim of pursuing a career in the ﬁeld of
renewable energy, the candidates can develop their skills to become technically qualiﬁed Solar
Rooftop Installer. This course deals with various aspects of solar energy such as –
photovoltaic technology, solar power system, solar panels, installation, conﬁguration, cost
estimation etc.
Silver Oak University, known for its Green Campus Initiatives has all the state of the art
infrastructure and technology to create 'GREEN WARRIORS' to save the 'MOTHER NATURE'.
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Hotel Management
The Integrated Bachelor Programme in Hotel Management aims in developing skilled hotel
and hospitality management professionals. The course give a student 360 degree exposure to
all aspects of hospitality industry with a well designed practical based syllabus.
In this course the student will be taught subjects like Food Production, Bakery and
Confectionary, Front Oﬃce, Housekeeping, Reception Handling, Food and Beverage,
Management, English and Communication Skills etc.
Silver Oak University with its team of talented and expert faculty members and industry
relevant teaching practices creates world class hospitality management professionals.
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Animation & Multimedia
Integrated Bachelor Programme in Animation and Multimedia is a course that caters to the
urge of those students who are determined to make their career in one of the most developing
Animation & Multimedia sector. The integrated course is a well-designed vocational training
program related to animation and its allied areas. This is an ideal course for students having a
creative mind. This course will help them build a rewarding career in animation sector.
Having a technology legacy and with all required infrastructure, Silver Oak University is the apt
place for aspiring Animation & Multimedia professionals.
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Master of Vocational Education
(M. VOC) (2 Years)
M.Voc is a 2 year master programme in various vocations which are
industry oriented.
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Marketing
M.Voc in Marketing aims to develop marketing skills in candidates. This course revolves
around the domain of marketing management and its allied areas. This sector is known to
generate ample amount of job opportunities each year.
Silver Oak University practices outcome based teaching learning methodology, case based
studies and compulsory industry internships that helps an aspiring management professional
to enhance its employability.
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Human Resource Management
M.Voc in Human Resource Management is a master's programme in vocational education in
the personnel management domain of management. Being a Human Resource personnel
calls for sheer responsibility and accountability, as this department takes care of the valuable
human capital that runs the core of the business.
Silver Oak University practices outcome based teaching learning methodology, case based
studies and compulsory industry internships that helps an aspiring management professional
to enhance its employability.
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Finance
M.Voc. in Finance deals with ﬁnance management. Finance management aims to up skill
students with the basic functions of ﬁnancial management that involves planning, procuring
and controlling a ﬁrm's/organization's ﬁnancial resources.
Silver Oak University practices outcome based teaching learning methodology, case based
studies and compulsory industry internships that helps an aspiring management professional
to enhance its employability.
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Certicate Course in
Vocational Education (6 Months)
Certiﬁcate courses are short term industry oriented vocational courses that
are in huge demand in various sectors.
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Digital Marketing
Digital marketing course gives a student an in-depth understanding and advanced knowledge
of the eight most important digital marketing domains and includes real-world projects and
virtual simulations for gaining domain experience.
A digital marketing specialist will have to increase brand awareness, promote products, build
traﬃc on the branded website, acquire new customers, generate product interest among
prospects and create high product visibility among distinct audiences.
Silver Oak University is known for its modern infrastructure with high tech laboratories,
industry aﬃliations and practical based education system to cater the industry with the
required talent.
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